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Bob L

on
02/09/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Couldn't be happier with my purchase! Bud's is always the best! 











Charles B

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Can't go wrong with a Colt 1911. I still carry mine on and off duty. I like having a metal gun and not worrying about plastic. I also like that you can make any modifications you want to adjust what works for you. Bud's had the best price and was easy to do business with. 











Chris S

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great gun. Colt, the real 45. 











Marcos G

on
08/12/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Congratulations to Buds Gunshop for an excellent price on this Commander, they beat all the competition. The ordering process was simple and efficient. The gun is beyond my expectations; solid, tight, exuding quality. 











Dr Charles L

on
03/24/2017




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










The good news is this is a beautiful gun and feels good in the hand. The bad news,it's pathetically inaccurate! Tried different types of ammunition and let others shoot it; same result. This gun has succeeded in scaring me away from Colt products. 











Derek A

on
01/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice commander, had the features i was looking for. I don't think for the price range anyone can beat a Colt. I have always been a fan, they have always worked for me. 100% reliable and finish was perfect out the box. Price was right as well. 











Chuck N

on
05/07/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










You can't go wrong with a Colt 1911. Need I say more. 











Kevin C P

on
02/26/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful Gun, shoots well, and it is a Colt. What more can I ask? 











Pat C

on
12/11/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Colt Commander XSE is a beautiful handgun and fires great. The all-steel frame absorbs recoil like a champion -- I fired 50 rounds of Win white box ammo without any noticeable pushback. This is the first short-barreled .45 caliber 1911 I ever fired. And I was not disappointed. The precision of the pistol was at par with all the 5" 1911s I have tried in the past. The trigger is silky smooth, just as one would expect of a Colt 1911. The brushed SS finish on the lateral surfaces of the slide and the frame looks gorgeous, but anyone who has ever dealt with brushed SS will tell you that it's difficult to maintain. I find myself wiping off the handgun with a chamois, each time I touch it. I managed to put a scratch on the frame (the "idiot scratch") while inserting and turning the slide stop after field stripping. That will remain a painful reminder of one careless mistake. The reason was that the link pin was not lubricated well enough and was not lining up at the time of the insertion. Speaking of field stripping, the gun did not come with a stripping tool to suppress the recoil spring plug. It's not easy to do it with your thumb. I ended up using the plastic plug that came in the box. But it's simply not easy (loss of a partial star). While the gun is machined very well to tight tolerances, the trigger (as with many other Colt 1911s) is loose and jiggly. I find this extremely annoying (the gun loses a partial start just for this as well). In the box, it was placed in a plastic bag, which is a head scratcher. The plastic left films of "cloudiness" on the brushed SS, which was downright hideous. I almost did not accept the gun until the FFL sprayed some cleaner and wiped it off with a rag. (Loss of partial star). Overall, I'm very happy with the gun. If you're looking for a top quality Commander style 1911, Colt is one of the best choices there is. 











Steven H

on
11/02/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds shipped the Colt quickly. I was amazed how easy it is to pick, call, and ship. No state tax to pay. I have not shot my Colt yet but it is all it should be. Only regret is no Colt medallion on the grips but this can be easily fixed. I will definitely be ordering more guns from Buds. 











Jeffrey T

on
07/17/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










This is my 6th Colt 1911 and my first Commander. The gun is accurate and the sights are great. I'm okay with the full length guide rod and front slide serrations--I knew this gun had them when I bought it. The FLGR does require use of a bushing wrench to field strip, and does nothing to improve function. There are things that are not so good. First, it throws about one in five cases straight back into my face. I have also had a couple of stovepipe FTFs--and no, I'm not limp wristing. Also, brass is striking the top of the slide behind the ejection port--the brass marks are very visible. And finally, one edge of the grip safety is very poorly fitted. Its edge is actually a bit jagged. I would not have expected such a poor fit and finish from Colt. The gun is going back to Colt for repair and I'm confident in Colt's excellent customer service--but it should have been better out of the box. 











Joe W

on
07/07/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!






















James N

on
06/30/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I bought this Commander because a friend bought the same model and it shot very accurately and had no issues. The gun I just bought is not as accurate. The rear lugs lockup plenty tight and the slide- frame fit is good but the bushing is a tad loose. Perhaps that is causing a loss of accuracy or maybe it is the barrel. In any event, this gun is not as good as the one my friend bought. I have 7 other 1911s and I doubt I would by buy another Colt which saddens me quite a bit because I was hoping they were back. There are other guns in this price range to consider that shoot tighter groups. Buds was easy to deal with and I have no issues with Bud's. 











Robert W

on
06/28/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I waited to get several hundred rounds through this pistol before reviewing. I am very pleased with it. It is accurate and reliable. I also own a Colt Special Combat Carry which is exquisite. I bought this XSE Cmdr as a carry piece and it will work excellent for that purpose as it's profile is only slightly larger than my G19 and it's appeal is so much higher. Colt has been overlooked by the gun mags because they did not buy advertising space for a number of years but their quality in my experience is equal to Kimber and superior to Springfield Armory. This one is another keeper. This is my 8th gun from Buds. They are slow but sure and saved me $300 over what the local gun shop wanted. I have more time than money so I will be back! 











Charles W

on
06/11/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just received the Colt 0412XSE yesterday. It looks great and was a good price. By the way if anyone is interested it is the combat commander model . Very satisfied with service and will order from them again !! 











Gerald W. L

on
05/30/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As always, Bud's does an excellent job of replacing my money with their sales. Easy order, quick ship, never a hassle. The gun is about what I expected. Typical Colt, generally nice all the way around. Still shoots better out of the box than the Colt GCNM I bought at Christmas. All 3 of my recent Colt purchases have now had a trigger job and been accurized. All now function flawlessly in terms of accuracy. Even before the reworks, none experienced FTE's, FTF's, etc. When you buy a Colt, you get a lot more than a name. You get more than 150 years of experience, innovation, and quality. You won't have to wait another 100 years because Bud's is already there. 











Brandon B

on
03/08/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This was my first colt but I have had four other 1000$ 1911's. I really like the gun because it looks great and feels great as well. 











Dan W

on
12/26/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great looking and solid! 300 rounds though it without cleaning and ZERO malfunctions. I used an assortment of Colt and Kimber mags and plain ol' Winchester white box ammo. It is accurate too. My only gripe is that an edge on the ambi-safety dug into my thumb nuckle. That part would be relatively easy to replace or have "de-horned". Overall I'm pleased. Now it's time to customize... 











John F

on
12/26/2014




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Gun came with a scratch on the trigger guard where someone at the Colt factory tried to put a "verified proof" stamp. They didn't have the punch vertical to the gun, so it basically just made a gash. Unfortunately, I noticed it when I got home from my FFL so I can't return it. (My FFL said he checked it out carefully...last time I trust someone else to check my gun). I can't believe a Colt worker would send this damaged pistol out with such a defect. I'm not that impressed with my first Colt. I have bought MANY new guns and have never had an issue before. 











Randy P

on
12/10/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The photo doesn't do this firearm justice. The fit and finish of this Colt can't be beat in this price range. The slide to frame fit is perfect on mine and the barrel lock up and bushing fit are tight as can be. The trigger has a very small bit of take up with a clean crisp break and extremely good reset. I couldn't be happier. As far as the customer service at Bud's, it was amazing. I used their 90 day layway. I received email confirmations and updates at every step of the process. The process was painless. Once the layaway was paid off, my Colt was sent to shipping the same day and even though its the holiday season and I expected it to take a couple days to ship, it shipped the very next day. I received my firearm two days later. I used a Bud's preferred FFL so no notification to the FFL was needed, which is just one of the many reason I chose Bud's. I couldn't be happier with my Colt or with the service at Bud's. 











Christopher L

on
11/12/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first 1911 and I couldn't be happier. First Buds is great I'm not in a position to shell out that kind of money Buds easy layaway worked. On to the gun beautiful looked just like online image. Cleaned it up went to the range. On my first two magazines at 21.5 feet a standard paper plate would have covered all 16. After settling down the next eight had three touching near dead center two touching just left the other three in between. Not a thing I would change the fit is good sights give a great window. Take down simple I would like better mags with a floor plate but these operate good. Fired off the shelf Walmart 230 grain Winchester no ftf or fts. 











Scott M

on
03/01/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice Pistol, my 2nd Colt, can't wait to get my 3rd. Thanks Bud's 











Thomas S

on
02/26/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was a very good deal, as any Colts are hard to find and the price was really great! For all that are bashing buds about long shipping should read before you buy! The market has changed! Buds will come through! My hats off to you bud's! I always get my best deals and service here! As for the gun, it's a colt of outstanding quality! 











Garrett S

on
04/20/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased the Commander from Bud's around a year ago. Great service as always. This is a fine pistol, not a single problem. The name Colt says it all. 











Doug M

on
12/21/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buying this pistol in summer '09 was my first purchase from Bud's, and I could not be happier. Bud's handling of the transaction was flawless, with great communication and fast shipment. I will certainly be dealing with Bud's again. As to the pistol itself: Outstanding! Fit and finish were excellent right out of the box. After a quick cleaning, I took it to the range and put 250 rounds through it without a single malfunction. My only complaint is that the trigger break could be a bit cleaner, but I can easily have that adjusted. This Commander is now my primary carry weapon, and I am fully confident in its reliability. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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